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Abstract

With the rapid growth of Massive Open On-001
line Courses (MOOCs), it is expensive and002
time-consuming to extract high-quality knowl-003
edgeable concepts taught in the course by hu-004
man effort to help learners grasp the essence005
of the course. In this paper, we propose to au-006
tomatically extract course concepts using dis-007
tant supervision to eliminate the heavy work008
of human annotations, which generates labels009
by matching them with an easily accessed dic-010
tionary. However, this matching process suf-011
fers from severe noisy and incomplete anno-012
tations because of the limited dictionary and013
diverse MOOCs. To tackle these challenges,014
we present a novel three-stage framework DS-015
MOCE, which leverages the power of pre-016
trained language models explicitly and implic-017
itly and employs discipline-embedding models018
with a self-train strategy based on label genera-019
tion refinement across different domains. We020
also provide an expert-labeled dataset spanning021
20 academic disciplines. Experimental results022
demonstrate the superiority of DS-MOCE over023
the state-of-the-art distantly supervised meth-024
ods (with 7% absolute F1 score improvement).025

1 Introduction026

Course concept extraction in Massive Open Online027

Courses (MOOCs) aims to recognize high-quality028

knowledge concepts and subject terms taught in029

the course. Automatically extracting course con-030

cepts can help students better understand knowl-031

edgeable concepts of the course and reduce the bur-032

den of teacher workloads (Butt and Lance, 2005).033

It is a core task in course content analysis and034

MOOC knowledge graph construction, which is035

a fundamental step to building AI-driven MOOC036

systems with various downstream applications such037

as course recommendation and question answering038

(Song et al., 2021). However, MOOCs’ explosive039

growth, like the number of online courses, which040
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Figure 1: An example of distant labels obtained with a
dictionary, suffering from noisy and incomplete anno-
tations. Che. corresponds to Chemistry with red color,
Agr. to Agriculture with green, and Med. to Medicine
with yellow.

grew from 13.5k in 2019 to 19.4k in 20211, makes 041

it expensive and tedious to annotate course cor- 042

pus manually. Therefore, there is a clear need 043

to achieve automatically consistent and accurate 044

course concept extraction in MOOCs to eliminate 045

the heavy work of human annotations. 046

Early works for course concept extraction in 047

MOOCs include graph propagation (Pan et al., 048

2017; Lu et al., 2019) and statistical ranking meth- 049

ods (Wu et al., 2022; Albahr et al., 2021). Recently, 050

distant supervision has been proposed for the au- 051

tomatic generation of training labels. As shown in 052

Figure 1, the labeling procedure matches the tokens 053

in the course corpus with concepts in an easily ac- 054

cessed dictionary. However, this matching process 055

suffers from two challenges: (1) noisy annotation 056

where a mention can be low-quality (i.e., the men- 057

tion of ‘plant’ and ‘species’ of the first instance) or 058

unrelated to the field of the course (i.e., the mention 059

of ‘identification’ from Chemistry but this instance 060

is about Agriculture); and (2) incomplete annota- 061

tion where a mention can be matched partially (i.e., 062

the mention of ‘cerebrovascular disease’ and ‘neu- 063

rological event’ of the second instance) or missed 064

completely (i.e., the mention of ‘life-threatening’ ) 065

due to the limited coverage of dictionary. 066

Several training paradigms have been employed 067

1https://www.classcentral.com/report/
moocs-stats-and-trends-2021/
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Dataset Types F-1 P R
CoNLL03 4 59.61 71.91 50.90

Tweet 10 35.83 40.34 32.22
BC5CDR 2 71.98 93.93 58.35
MOOCs 20 16.85 12.50 25.84

Table 1: Pioneer experiments for distantly supervised
performance (Liang et al., 2020) on CoNLL03 (Tjong
Kim Sang, 2002), Tweet (Strauss et al., 2016), BC5CDR
(Shang et al., 2018), and MOOCs.

in Distantly Supervised NER (DS-NER), such as068

reinforcement learning (Yang et al., 2018) and069

bagging active learning (Lee et al., 2016) to ad-070

dress the noise annotation; concept expansion (Yu071

et al., 2019, 2020b; Wang et al., 2019) and positive-072

unlabeled learning (Peng et al., 2019; Zhou et al.,073

2022) to address the incomplete challenge. Unfor-074

tunately, the previous studies assume a high preci-075

sion and reasonable recall after distantly supervised076

label generation. However, severe low-precision077

and low-recall are reported in MOOCs according078

to pioneer experiments and comparison with other079

benchmarks in Table 1. It indicates that there are080

more noise and incomplete annotations in MOOCs,081

which significantly hurt following model training082

performance, thus making the advanced DS-NER083

approaches fail to cope with the two challenges.084

Our analysis yields that the limited dictionary085

and diverse MOOCs lead to more noise and in-086

complete annotations2. First, the dictionary lacks087

sufficiently extensive coverage because of MOOCs’088

rapid growth and missing criteria. Therefore, the089

out-of-dictionary, low-quality concepts will conse-090

quently render more course concepts unmatched091

and false-positive noisy annotations during match-092

ing. Second, MOOCs can span 20 or even more093

academic disciplines (Mohd Salamon et al., 2016),094

producing unrelated noisy annotations across dif-095

ferent open domains. Additionally, the uneven con-096

cept distribution and semantic differences among097

varied disciplines are different, imposing signifi-098

cant challenges to training an effective and accurate099

model.100

To address the two challenges, we propose101

a novel three-stage framework DS-MOCE to102

distantly supervised extract course concepts in103

MOOCs across different domains. Our framework104

consists of (1) Discipline-aware Dictionary Em-105

powerment which employs prompt-based learning106

2For more case explanations, see Appendix A.1

to explicitly generate concept distribution over di- 107

verse MOOC domains and implicitly enhance the 108

dictionary’s limited capability; (2) Distant Super- 109

vision Refinement which removes unrelated noise 110

with much higher precision annotations for model 111

training; and (3) Discipline-embedding models 112

with self-training to deal with noise iteratively 113

while finding incomplete mentions based on se- 114

mantic knowledge and syntactic information of 115

pre-trained language models (PLMs) and positive- 116

unlabeled learning (PUL). 117

For evaluation, we provide an expert-labeled 118

dataset spanning 20 academic disciplines, which 119

contains 522 expert-annotated sentences from 17 120

courses with 15, 375 course concepts. 121

Our contributions include 1) a novel three-stage 122

framework to distantly supervised extract course 123

concepts in MOOCs across different domains to 124

eliminate the heavy work of human annotations; 125

2) a distant supervision refinement method to dis- 126

card unrelated field noise and discipline-embedding 127

models with a self-training strategy to remove noise 128

iteratively and address the incomplete challenge 129

based on PUL; 3) an expert-labeled dataset with 130

the excellent performance of our DS-MOCE frame- 131

work over existing distantly supervised methods, 132

with one implementation report of 7% absolute F1 133

score improvement. 134

2 Problem Formulation 135

Following Pan et al. (2017), we give some neces- 136

sary definitions and then formulate the problem of 137

distantly supervised course concept extraction. 138

A course corpus is composed of n courses 139

from different academic disciplines, denoted as 140

D = {Ci}ni=1, where Ci is one course. Each 141

course Ci = {Si, Fi} consists of two parts, where 142

Fi = [fi1, . . . , fiki ] is course related academic dis- 143

ciplines, and Si = {vij}j=1,...,ni is composed of 144

ni course video subtitles, where vij stands for the 145

j-th video subtitles. Finally, we get all academic 146

fields F = {fi}i=1,...,k related to course corpus D, 147

so k is the number of academic disciplines. 148

A dictionary T = {Ti}i=1,...,k, where Ti = 149

{cij}j=1,...,mi is composed of mi course concepts 150

cij in academic disciplines fi. 151

Distantly Supervised Course Concept Extrac- 152

tion in MOOCs is formally defined as follows. 153

Given the course corpus D and dictionary T , for 154

each course Ci in D, the objective is to extract Fi 155

discipline-related and high-quality course concepts 156
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Figure 2: Our proposed three-stage framework DS-MOCE for distantly supervised course concept extraction in
MOOCs, which includes (1) Discipline-aware Dictionary Empowerment; (2) Distant Supervision Refinement
and (3) Discipline-embedding Models with self-training. For two advanced implementations: DS-MOCE (co)
means our framework with two student-teacher networks co-training self-train strategy, and DS-MOCE (PUL)
means our framework adding positive-unlabeled learning loss self-train strategy.

from video subtitles Si.157

3 The DS-MOCE Framework158

Considering the limited dictionary and diverse159

MOOCs, it is natural not to ignore the academic160

discipline characteristics for distantly supervised161

course concept extraction in MOOCs. As shown162

in Figure 2, we propose a three-stage framework163

DS-MOCE, which includes 1) Discipline-aware164

Dictionary Empowerment to transfer the power165

of PLMs to the dictionary; 2) Distant Supervision166

Refinement which considers academic disciplines167

to tackle the unrelated field noise explicitly; and168

3) Discipline-embedding Models to fully exploit169

the power of PLMs with concept distribution to170

implicitly handle the noise and incomplete chal-171

lenges, which then can be integrated with two ad-172

vanced DS-NER implementations. One employs173

a co-training strategy to deal with the noise itera-174

tively, denoted as DS-MOCE(co). The other em-175

ploys PUL to deal with the incomplete problem,176

denoted as DS-MOCE(PUL).177

3.1 Discipline-aware Dictionary178

Empowerment179

Before distant supervision, we design a preceding180

step to conduct discipline classification for each181

concept in the dictionary with prompt-based learn-182

ing (Liu et al., 2021), hoping to transfer semantic183

knowledge from the language model (LM) to the184

dictionary. Formally, taking the input of each con-185

cept ci in the dictionary T = {ci}i=1,...,m, the clas-186

sification returns a ranked list of related disciplines 187

Fci ⊂ F and outputs pj for fj ∈ F = {fj}j=1,...,k 188

to indicate its likelihood to be related to fj disci- 189

pline: 190

pj(x
′
) = LM(ffill(x

′
, fj); θ) (1) 191

where x
′
= fprompt(ci) is a prompt with the con- 192

cept ci filled template slot [concept], and function 193

ffill(x
′
, fj) fills in the slot [MASK] with the po- 194

tential answer fj . 195

Additionally, creating manually crafted tem- 196

plates takes time and experience and is possibly 197

sub-optimal, failing to retrieve facts that the LM 198

does know (Jiang et al., 2020). Inspired by rela- 199

tion extraction methods (Hearst, 1992), hand-built 200

Hearst patterns such as “Y including X (Cities in- 201

cluding Madrid or Barcelona)”, we create eight 202

more lexico-syntactic templates to improve and 203

stabilize the classification performance3. 204

3.2 Distant Supervision Refinement 205

With a discipline-aware dictionary, we can generate 206

distantly supervised labels by matching with the 207

top-K-related disciplines4 in the ranked list from 208

Eq. (1). This way, we can have a much higher 209

precision by explicitly removing unrelated noisy 210

annotations. 211

The entire Dic-Matching with academic disci- 212

pline process is described in Algorithm 1. The 213

input subtitles are first tokenized and annotated 214

3See more templates in Appendix A.3
4K is experimentally set to 2.
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Algorithm 1 Dic-Matching with Academic Disci-
pline
Input: Course Corpus D = {Ci}ni=1, where Ci =
{Si, Fi}; Dictionary T = {ci}mi=1; K number of
Top-K;

for each course Ci = {Si, Fi} in D do
for each video subtitles vij in Si = {vij} do

Xm = [x1, x2, ...xN ]← tokenize vij
BIO tag potential concept using POS,RE:
Dpot

m = [d1, d2, ..., dN ]
for potential concept pci tagged in Dpot

m do
if pci ∈ T and
(top-K fields of pci) ∩Fi ̸= ∅ then

Tag BI to pci tokens
else

Tag O to pci tokens
end if

end for
Academic discipline related:
Dm = [d1, d2, ..., dN ]

end for
end for

Output: Distantly supervised labels
{(Xm, Dm)}Mm=1

with part-of-speech (POS) tags. Next, we em-215

ploy the regular expression (RE) by only keep-216

ing nouns to handle the noise challenge and min-217

ing more noun phrases to address the incom-218

plete challenge, as illustrated in Appendix A.2.219

Finally filtering out unrelated disciplines, we220

have {(Xm, Dm)}Mm=1 as distantly supervised data,221

where Xm = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ], composed of N to-222

kens, Dm = [d1, d2, . . . , dN ], based on the BIO223

schema (Li et al., 2012). Specifically, the first to-224

ken of a concept mention is labeled as B; other225

tokens inside that concept mention are labeled as I;226

the non-concept tokens are labeled as O.227

3.3 Discipline Embedding Self-training228

We adapt the PLMs to the sequence labeling tasks229

with the distant labels and self-training approach230

to iteratively deal with the noisy annotations mean-231

time training a new integrated embedding based on232

the concept discipline distribution to implicitly en-233

hance model discipline-aware capability. Then we234

can employ other advanced DS-NER approaches,235

such as co-training and PUL.236

3.3.1 Discipline Embedding Model 237

At the pre-process of the dictionary, for each con- 238

cept ci, we calculate its distribution in all aca- 239

demic disciplines according to Eq. (1), denoted 240

as Uci = [p1, p2, . . . , p|F |]. To introduce the dis- 241

cipline feature, each token xj of the input Xm = 242

[x1, x2, . . . , xN ] is encoded as Ej by adding its dis- 243

cipline distribution to BERT word embedding if xj 244

is labeled as belonging to one of concept ci in the 245

dictionary: 246

Ej =

{
Encoder(xj) + UciW xj ∈ ci

Encoder(xj) xj /∈ any ci
(2) 247

Where dh is a hidden dimension of the encoder, 248

and W ∈ R|F |·dh is trainable parameters. We use 249

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) as our Encoder to learn 250

the sequence representation. This way, external 251

academic field features are integrated into the em- 252

bedding, enhancing model discipline-aware capa- 253

bility (Figure 3). 254

adult learning 

case learning

Education

Business

Psychology

deep learning 

Computer Science

experiential  
learning

learning

Concept Embedding Space

Figure 3: An example of external academic discipline
feature promoting model discipline-aware capability.

Straightforward, we use f(·; θ) to denote our 255

model parameterized by θ, which is a token-wise 256

classifier on top of a pre-trained BERT. fn,c(·; ·) 257

denotes the probability of the n-th token in Xm 258

belonging to the c-th class from the BIO schema. 259

The model will be learned by minimizing the cross 260

entropy loss L(θ) over {(Xm, Dm)}Mm=1: 261

L(θ) = 1

M

1

N

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

− log fn,dm,n(Xm; θ)

(3) 262

3.3.2 Teacher-Student Self-training 263

Following Liang et al. (2020); Meng et al. (2021); 264

Zhang et al. (2021), we employ the teacher- 265
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student self-training strategy because it selects266

high-confidence and consistent predictions as267

pseudo labels from the teacher model and then268

uses them to guide the training of the student269

model, which removes the noisy labels iteratively.270

We adopt two advanced self-training DS-NER ap-271

proaches. One is based on Zhang et al. (2021),272

aimed at high-precision performance, which jointly273

trains two teacher-student networks and confirms274

its effectiveness and robustness in dealing with the275

label noise.276

The other is inspired by (Peng et al., 2019),277

aimed at high-recall performance, which introduces278

PUL as it can unbiasedly and consistently estimate279

the task loss. We apply the binary label assignment280

mechanism for using this algorithm by mapping “O”281

to 0 and “B”, “I” to 1. Finally, we get positive set282

D+
m = [dm,1, ..., dm,|D+|] and unlabeled set Du

m =283

[dm,1, ..., dm,|Du|] from the original distantly su-284

pervised labels Dm = [dm,1, dm,2, ..., dm,N ]. The285

PUL training loss is defined by:286

L̂(θ) = γ ·πpL̂+p (θ)+max{0, L̂−u (θ)−πpL̂−p (θ)}
(4)287

where288

L̂+p (θ) =
1

M

1

|D+|

M∑
m=1

|D+|∑
d=1

− log fd,1(Xm; θ)289

L̂−p (θ) = 1− L̂+p (θ)290

L̂−u (θ) =
1

M

1

|Du|

M∑
m=1

|Du|∑
d=1

− log fd,0(Xm; θ)291

and πp is the ratio of positive concept words within292

Du. A class weight γ is introduced to deal with the293

class imbalance problem (πp is very small). As a294

whole, in this training strategy, the parameters of295

the student model θ∗ are learned by the combina-296

tion of the cross entropy loss (Eq. (3)) and the PUL297

loss (Eq. (4)):298

θ∗ = argmin
θ

(L(θ) + β · L̂(θ)) (5)299

where a parameter β is introduced to balance these300

two loss functions.301

4 Experiments302

4.1 Experimental Settings303

4.1.1 Dataset304

We provide a new dataset spanning 20 academic305

disciplines, which can be used to benchmark dis-306

tantly supervised methods for course concept ex-307

traction task in MOOCs. Based on MOOCCube308

(Yu et al., 2020a), the input includes two parts: 309

(1) an expert-checked dictionary with over 100k 310

course concepts from CNCTST5, and (2) a subtitle 311

corpus from 315 courses with 167, 496 unlabeled 312

character sequences on average per course. The test 313

set contains 522 expert-annotated sentences from 314

17 courses with 15, 375 discipline-related course 315

concepts. All data is from XuetangX6, one of the 316

largest MOOC websites in China, so the dataset 317

is in the Chinese language. More details of the 318

dataset can be found in Appendix A.5. 319

4.1.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics 320

We compare our method with several competitive 321

baselines from three aspects and use Precision (P), 322

Recall (R), and F1 score as the evaluation metrics. 323

Dic-Matching Methods. We construct different 324

Dic-Matching (DM) methods for comparison, in- 325

cluding (i) DM: it is a simple string matching with 326

a greedy search algorithm to find the longest match- 327

ing strings in sentences; (ii) DM(AD-LM) : it 328

adopts the matching strategy proposed in Algo- 329

rithm 1; (iii) DM(AD-human): it is a variation of 330

AD-LM that replaces the discipline classification 331

results from GLM with ones from CNCTST expert 332

annotations. 333

Fully-supervised Method. We also construct fully- 334

supervised methods for comparison. FLAT (Li 335

et al., 2020): For Chinese NER, it converts the 336

lattice structure into a flat structure consisting of 337

spans to handle word segmentation in the Chinese 338

language. 339

Distantly-supervised Methods. The state-of-the- 340

art self-training DS-NER methods are as follows. 341

(i) SCDL (Zhang et al., 2021): It explores more 342

helpful information from the mislabeled data by a 343

devised co-training paradigm based on self-training. 344

(ii) RoSTER (Meng et al., 2021): A self-training 345

method that uses contextualized augmentations cre- 346

ated by pre-trained language models to improve the 347

model’s generalization ability. (iii) BOND(Liang 348

et al., 2020): A two-stage framework that trains 349

a RoBERTa model on distantly-labeled data with 350

early stopping in the first stage and improves the 351

model fitting with a teacher-student framework to 352

iteratively self-train the model in the second stage. 353

4.1.3 Implementation Details 354

For concept classification task, we apply the Gen- 355

eral Language Model (Du et al., 2022), which is 356

5http://www.cnterm.cn/
6https://next.xuetangx.com/
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capable of handling variable-length blank. We use357

the pre-trained BERT-wwm-ext model (Cui et al.,358

2020) as the backbone for our method and other359

distantly-supervised baselines. The maximum se-360

quence length of our dataset is set to be 512 tokens.361

The max training epoch is 30, and the batch size362

is 4. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the363

optimizer, and the learning rate is 10−5. The confi-364

dence threshold γ is 0.9 for the co-training strategy365

while 0.7 for the PUL strategy with the purpose366

of high-recall performance. More implementation367

details can be found in Appendix A.4.368

4.2 Experimental Results369

Overall Results. Table 2 shows the overall results370

of different methods on our MOOCs test set. Our371

DS-MOCE framework with two self-training strate-372

gies achieves the best performance among distantly-373

supervised methods. Specifically, (1) the proposed374

Dic-Matching method with academic discipline375

refines the distant labels by improving precision376

significantly; (2) DS-MOCE(co) reports a high377

precision with 7% absolute F1 score improvement378

over the best performing baseline model BOND,379

demonstrating the superiority of our proposed Dic-380

Matching with academic discipline method and381

self-training approach; (3) DS-MOCE(PUL) con-382

sistently outperforms other distantly-supervised383

methods with a higher recall and reasonable pre-384

cision, showing more robustness to the issue of385

incomplete labeling.386

As we have discussed, the Dic-Matching method387

suffers from extremely low precision and low recall388

in MOOCs for its diversity, which dramatically389

hurts the performance of the distantly supervised390

baselines and limits the model fitting ability in fully391

supervision.392

Discipline Classification Results. Through the393

comparison of DM(AD-human) and DM(AD-394

LM) in Table 2, we find that the academic dis-395

cipline classification result from GLM outperforms396

that from expert annotations during Dic-Matching,397

showing the robustness of our designed classifica-398

tion step for transferring PLMs knowledge to the399

dictionary. On the contrary, human annotations400

suffer from missing, incorrect, and out-of-date clas-401

sifications.402

Moreover, we evaluate the pre-process concept403

classification task using the Mean Average Preci-404

sion (MAP), a metric in information retrieval for405

evaluating ranked lists. Table 3 shows some ex-406

Method P R F1
Dic-Matching

DM 12.50 25.84 16.85
DM(AD-human) 22.95 17.38 19.78

DM(AD-LM) 34.59 15.40 21.31
Distant-Sup.

SCDL 34.59 21.16 26.26
RoSTER 35.40 26.70 30.40
BOND 32.37 44.78 37.58

Our DS-MOCE
DS-MOCE(co) 81.93 30.82 44.79

DS-MOCE(PUL) 34.53 49.34 40.62
Sup.
FLAT 56.08 57.17 56.62

Table 2: Overall results (%) on our MOOCs test set.

ample results using different templates. (See more 407

templates in Appendix A.3). The first example is 408

based on experience and the rest are Hearst pat- 409

terns, showing better and more stable performance. 410

We finally use the best-performing template in the 411

following parts. 412

Template MAP
[concept] belongs to [MASK] 51.35
[concept], a concept of [MASK] 58.44
[MASK], especially [concept] 58.89
[MASK] including [concept] 59.95

Table 3: Results (%) of different templates.

Ablation Study. To evaluate the influence of each 413

component, we conduct the following ablation 414

study for further exploration by removing one com- 415

ponent at a time: (1) do not adopt Alg. 1 and use the 416

Dic-Matching method when generating distantly 417

supervised labels. (2) only use BERT Encoder 418

without adding academic discipline embedding; (3) 419

do not perform self-training; (4) do not perform 420

co-training for DS-MOCE(co) and only use cross- 421

entropy loss in Eq. (3) without adding PUL loss 422

in Eq. (4) for DS-MOCE(PUL). The results are 423

shown in Table 4. It can be seen that w/o Alg. 424

1 refinement and w/o embedding for both strate- 425

gies lead to worse performance than the full model, 426

confirming the necessity of considering discipline 427

features in MOOCs. Removing the self-training or 428

co-training component also reduces performance, 429

showing its importance in DS-MOCE(co) of de- 430

noising learning because false-negative labels can 431

be explored via peer model or another network it- 432
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Method P R F1
DS-MOCE(co) 81.93 30.82 44.79

w/o Alg. 1 14.15 34.28 20.04
w/o embedding 34.59 21.16 26.26
w/o self-train 60.07 27.38 37.61

w/o co 67.63 30.74 42.47
DS-MOCE(PUL) 34.53 49.34 40.62

w/o Alg. 1 17.52 50.26 25.98
w/o embedding 34.30 48.79 40.28
w/o self-train 14.33 40.66 21.19

w/o PUL 32.02 36.63 34.17

Table 4: Ablation study results (%).

eratively. Without PUL, the recall value decreases433

sharply, which validates the effectiveness of intro-434

ducing PUL to tackle the incomplete challenge.435

Parameter Study. Before discussing the parame-436

ter study of πp defined in Eq. (4), we first calculate437

the true value of πp = (# of concept words) / (#438

of words of the training set) in our dataset, with a439

0.1002 result. Then we train the proposed model440

DS-MOCE(PUL) with different estimated πp, and441

evaluate its performance on the test set. From Fig-442

ure 4(a), we can see that although the highest recall443

is achieved by setting πp = 0.1, most closely to444

the true value, the variation of results across dif-445

ferent πp is relatively tiny. This motivates us to446

use a proper estimated value of πp to deal with447

the diversity of MOOCs where courses from dif-448

ferent disciplines have incongruous and unknown449

πp values. Therefore, we set πp = 0.01 for DS-450

MOCE(PUL) to achieve a high recall and a higher451

F1 score. Besides, we set β = 1 in Eq. (5) through-452

out our experiments without further illustration,453

according to Figure 4(b).454

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

0.03 0.07 0.10 0.14

39.5139.0639.5140.62

45.28

50.02
48.3749.34

P
R
F1

(a) different πp

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00

38.2138.9339.4640.28
37.86

51.9451.2449.8749.75

43.15

P
R
F1

(b) different β

Figure 4: Parameter study results (%) of DS-
MOCE(PUL).

Different Discipline Analysis. We analyze that455

the diversity of MOOCs academic disciplines ac-456

counts for more noisy and incomplete annotations457

Discipline ratio P R F1
Philosophy 0.05 80.65 11.57 20.24
CS 0.27 84.16 47.87 61.03
Mathematics 0.16 92.89 48.50 63.73
Medicine 0.16 89.38 22.90 36.46

Table 5: DS-MOCE(co) results (%) on courses from
different disciplines. The ratio is calculated by ( # of
concept words) / (# of words of subtitles). See specific
course names in Appendix A.5.1.

in distantly supervised MOOCs. As a result, we 458

select some courses from different disciplines and 459

use DS-MOCE(co) framework to perform predic- 460

tion on these courses. From Table 5, we discover 461

that (1) the intensive and appropriate terminologi- 462

cal concepts in formal and applied science, such as 463

CS and Mathematics, bootstrap the model with its 464

high-recall predictions that benefit the model’s gen- 465

eralization; (2) the sparse distribution (low concept 466

ratio) in Humanities and Social Science Philoso- 467

phy makes it uncertain about selecting tokens to 468

train a robust model; (3) excessive terminological 469

concepts (nested structure and long formulas) in 470

some professions, such as Chemistry and Medicine, 471

amplify the issue of incomplete annotation, where 472

several concept extraction methods have been de- 473

veloped specifically to handle this problem (Wang 474

et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2020). 475

Case Study. Finally, we perform a case study to 476

understand the advantage of DS-MOCE(co) with a 477

concrete example in Table 6. 478

Besides, we select another case study to demon- 479

strate why DC-MOCE(PUL) is provided in our 480

work. The extremely high precision accounts for 481

the F1 score increment of the DS-MOCE(co) frame- 482

work, but low recall leads to more missing to- 483

kens. Consequently, aimed at improving recall, 484

we design the DC-MOCE(PUL) as an alternative 485

option by sacrificing the precision properly. Fi- 486

nally, DS-MOCE(co) with high-precision and DS- 487

MOCE(PUL) with high-recall can be applied in 488

different real-world scenarios. 489

5 Related Work 490

Distantly Supervised NER. Our work is more 491

closely related to distantly supervised NER, where 492

the primary research focuses on coping with the 493

noise and incomplete annotations problem. 494

Several new training paradigms have been pro- 495

posed along the denoising line, such as Reinforce- 496
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Sentence # 1 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......
The function of the operating system is ... between the user state and the hardware.

DM 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......
DM(LM) 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......

SCDL 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......
RoSTER 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......
BOND 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......

DS-MOCE(co) 操作系统的功能是在用户态和硬件之间，......

Sentence # 2 传染性疾病是由病毒，细菌，原生动物和寄生虫等等一系列的微生物产生。

Infectious diseases are produced by a range of microorganisms such as viruses,
bacteria, protozoa and parasites.

DM 传染性疾病是由病毒，细菌，原生动物和寄生虫等等一系列的微生物产生。

DM(LM) 传染性疾病是由病毒，细菌，原生动物和寄生虫等等一系列的微生物产生。

DS-MOCE(co) 传染性疾病是由病毒，细菌，原生动物和寄生虫等等一系列的微生物产生。

DS-MOCE(PUL) 传染性疾病是由病毒，细菌，原生动物和寄生虫等等一系列的微生物产生。

Table 6: Case studies between DS-MOCE(co) and baselines of the first sentence; DS-MOCE(co) and DS-
MOCE(PUL) of the second sentence. Golden labels are marked in orange. Noisy labels are marked in red
and incomplete in blue.

ment learning (Yang et al., 2018), AutoNER (Shang497

et al., 2018) with a new tagging scheme “tie or498

break”, and Bagging-based active learning with499

negative sampling (Lee et al., 2016). Along the500

incomplete mining line, a direct solution is con-501

cept expansion (Yu et al., 2019, 2020b; Wang et al.,502

2019), which finds new candidates and ranks them503

to expand the set based on the seed set with fig-504

urative elements. AdaPU (Peng et al., 2019) and505

Conf-MPU (Zhou et al., 2022) are developed to ad-506

dress the incomplete challenge by formulating the507

task as a positive-unlabeled learning problem. Be-508

sides, many studies (Yang et al., 2018; Shang et al.,509

2018) attempt to modify the standard CRF to par-510

tial annotation CRF to consider all possible labels511

for unlabeled tokens. However, these works do not512

work well in MOOCs where severe low-precision513

and low-recall problems have been reported previ-514

ously.515

Course concept Extraction. Our study is also rel-516

evant to course concept extraction, which is related517

to keyphrase extraction (Hasan and Ng, 2014) in518

the information retrieval domain. The well-known519

methods such as tf-idf (Ramos et al., 2003), co-520

occurrence (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), and Po-521

sitionRank (Florescu and Caragea, 2017) are fre-522

quently used in unsupervised automatic keyphrase523

extraction. However, the low-frequency (i.e., ap-524

pearing only once or twice in the subtitles) feature525

of keyphrases in MOOCs makes statistical informa-526

tion less useful (Pan et al., 2017). Therefore, Pan527

et al. (2017) develop a graph-based propagation528

algorithm, and Albahr et al. (2021) design a novel 529

unsupervised cluster-based approach to address the 530

low-frequency problem in keyphrases extraction 531

from MOOCs. 532

DS-MOCE also benefits from distributed rep- 533

resentations of words, namely word embeddings 534

(Mikolov et al., 2013) to learn academic discipline 535

representations for concepts from the dictionary, 536

which has been employed in Wang et al. (2018); 537

Wu et al. (2022). 538

6 Conclusion and Future Work 539

In this paper, we conclude the limited dictionary 540

and diverse MOOCs for more noise and incomplete 541

challenges of distantly supervised course concept 542

extraction in MOOCs. To tackle these challenges, 543

we propose a three-stage framework DS-MOCE, 544

which handles the unrelated noise through Dic- 545

Matching refinement and discipline-embedding 546

model training, and leverages the power of pre- 547

trained language models for dictionary empower- 548

ment and incomplete mentions mining. We also 549

provide an expert-labeled dataset spanning 20 aca- 550

demic disciplines. Experimental results show that 551

DS-MOCE is highly effective, outperforming the 552

state-of-the-art distantly supervised methods. Al- 553

though achieving significant improvement, course 554

concept extraction in MOOCs is still non-trivial. In 555

the future, we plan to design a more robust train- 556

ing method to jointly deal with severe noisy and 557

incomplete issues and apply it to other real-world 558

open domains. 559
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7 Ethic Consideration560

We provide an expert-labeled dataset spanning 20561

academic disciplines, which contains 522 expert-562

annotated sentences from 17 courses with 15, 375563

course concepts. We define the 20 academic disci-564

plines according to Discipline Doctor and Master565

Degree and postgraduate training, the professional566

directory issued by the Ministry of Education of the567

People’s Republic of China7. The course corpus568

is collected from an open-source database MOOC-569

Cube (Yu et al., 2020a)8. The dictionary is col-570

lected from CNCTST9 with expert-checked 100k571

course concepts. The annotated sentences in the572

test set are from an expert from the Education De-573

partment in our university, which may have limi-574

tations but missing criteria in MOOCs means that575

we can accept this human bias. The annotator is a576

voluntary participant who was aware of any risks577

of harm associated with their participation and had578

given their informed consent. To lighten the burden579

of the annotator, we first use unsupervised methods,580

such as tf-idf, to give a rough annotation result for581

each course, randomly selected from XuetangX10.582

Then the annotator marks mentions of high-quality583

course concepts based on that. More details of the584

dataset can be found in Appendix A.5.585
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A Appendix783

A.1 Case Explanations of Limited Dictionary784

& Diverse MOOCs785

The limited dictionary. It is expensive and time-786

consuming to expand or tailor a dictionary to787

every specific domain because of MOOCs rapid788

growth and criteria missing, ending up with out-789

of-dictionary and low-quality concept problems.790

We categorize two types of low-quality course con-791

cepts in the dictionary. The first type is not specific792

enough, missing prefixes and suffixes. The sec-793

ond type is unigram concepts with many extended794

meanings, which end up with false-positive labels.795

The diverse MOOCs. Compared with other796

benchmark datasets, Table 1 illustrates that the797

number of concept types is inversely proportional798

to the distantly matching performance. As shown799

in Table 1, where BC5CDR (Shang et al., 2018)800

is restricted to the biomedical domain, a domain-801

specific dictionary with a corpus-aware dictionary802

tailoring method can achieve higher precision and803

reasonable recall. MOOCs can span 20 or even804

more academic disciplines. During label genera-805

tion, unrelated concept annotations would produce806

more false-positive noise.807

Besides, the characteristics among varied dis-808

ciplines are different. Most of the time, the con-809

cept distribution in humanities and social science810

is sparse, while in formal science is dense. Ac-811

cording to the statistics, the concept proportion812

of contents in one psychology course is 0.0163,813

whereas in one computer science course is 0.1. The814

uneven concept distribution may lead to a matching815

bias toward the concept-intensive academic disci-816

pline. Furthermore, in Chinese, homonyms are817

more likely to appear in humanities and social sci-818

ence, where words share the same characters and819

pronunciations but have different meanings. For820

example, in Philosophy, the debate of right and821

wrong makes "right" annotations correct. However,822

"right", as a high-frequency phrase, is easily an-823

notated in other contexts, producing false-positive824

labels. The ambiguity of homonyms makes it diffi-825

cult to extract the correct meaning concept in these826

domains.827

A.2 Regular expression in Distant828

Supervision Refinement829

During distant supervision refinement, we employ830

the following regular expression, introduced by831

Template MAP
[concept], a concept of [MASK] 58.44
[MASK] such as [concept] 56.77
[MASK] including [concept] 59.95
[concept] and other [MASK] 54.63
[concept] or other [MASK] 54.32
[concept] which is known as [MASK] 54.57
[MASK], especially [concept] 58.89
like [MASK], [concept] 54.87

Table 7: Results (%) of Hearst Pattern Templates.

Luo et al.11, only keeping nouns and noun phrases 832

to remove the apparent incorrect POS noise and 833

mining more incomplete annotations by connecting 834

two nouns with @. 835

(@(([av]?n[rstz]?)|l|a|v))∗(@(([av]?n[rstz]?)|l)) 836

A.3 Templates Results 837

All eight template results based on Hearst Pattern 838

are shown in Table 7. 839

A.4 Baselines Settings 840

For fully-supervised methods, we use 3/4 of the test 841

set for model training and the rest for evaluation. 842

Fairly, the following distantly supervised methods 843

use the distantly-labeled training set obtained from 844

Dic-Matching(AD-GLM). 845

• SCDL. We use the authors’ released 846

code: https://github.com/ 847

AIRobotZhang/SCDL. Because our 848

test set is in the Chinese language, we change 849

the basic model to the same pre-trained 850

BERT-wwm-ext model with our method. We 851

train the model for 30 epochs with a batch 852

size of 8. The other hyperparameters are set 853

to default values. 854

• RoSTER. We follow the officially released 855

implementation from the authors: https:// 856

github.com/yumeng5/RoSTER. Simi- 857

larly, we modify the backbone model from 858

RoBERTa-base to the same one with our 859

method. The epoch number is set to 3, 3, and 860

7 for noise-robust training, ensemble model 861

training, and self-training, respectively. We 862

train five models with 2000 intervals of noise- 863

robust training and 1000 of self-training with 864

11a parent with number CN201911140653.9
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Metrics results
number of course 17

Avg. number of video 12.06
Avg. length of subtitles 15740.71

Avg. number of related disciplines 1.82
Avg. number of concepts 904.41
Max. number of concepts 5174

Avg. length of concept 2.39

Table 8: Test set information.

a batch size of 8. The rest hyperparameters865

are the same as the default values.866

• BOND. We use the authors’ released code:867

https://github.com/cliang1453/868

BOND/. Also, we choose the pre-trained869

BERT-wwm-ext model as the backbone870

model. The early stopping step of the871

student model is set to 100k. The other872

hyperparameters are set to default values.873

A.5 Dataset Statistic874

A.5.1 Test Set Annotation875

We select 17 courses from the course corpus span-876

ning these disciplines and ask an expert to annotate877

each sentence as our test sets. The more detailed878

statistics are shown in Table 8. During analysis of879

different discipline, we choose Introduction to the880

Classical Works of Chinese Philosophy for Philoso-881

phy; Machine Learning for Big Data for Computer882

Sciences(CS); Finite Element Analysis and Appli-883

cations for Mathematics; Pathology for Medicine.884

A.5.2 Dictionary Information885

We created our dictionary with 20 academic dis-886

ciplines by developing the resource from MOOC-887

Cube(Yu et al., 2020a) based on its concept tax-888

onomy from CNCTST. Then according to Disci-889

pline Doctor and Master Degree and postgraduate890

training, the professional directory issued by the891

Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of892

China12, we show the prescribed 20 academic disci-893

plines and the distribution of concepts that filtered894

and mapped from MOOCCube in Table 9.895

12http://www.moe.gov.cn/srcsite/A22/
moe_833/200512/t20051223_88437.html
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Academic Discipline Abbreviation in Chinese #concepts
Philosophy Phi. 心理学 2136
Education Edu. 教育学 2947
Linguistics and languages Lin. 语言学 2909
History His. 世界历史 4021
Mathematics Mat. 数学 7876
Physics Phy. 物理学 4273
Chemistry Che. 化学 6909
Mechanics Mec. 力学 1119
Mechanical Engineering ME 机械工程 18011
Materials Science MS 材料科学技术 6923
Electrical Engineering EE 电气工程 5000
Computer Science CS 计算机科学技术 4906
Architecture Arc. 建筑学 5305
Marine Engineering ME 船舶工程 2333
Aeronautical Aer. 航天科学技术 4213
Aviation Avi. 航空科学技术 2236
Agriculture Agr. 农学 2248
Medicine Med. 医学 10346
Business Bus. 管理科学技术 7473
Immunology Imm. 免疫学 1564

Table 9: 20 Academic disciplines and the concept distribution.
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